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Abstract
This article is part of an international relations study conducted by the authors. This study aims to illustrate the extent to which Indonesia can get out of the "entanglement" of the COVID-19 pandemic, especially in the tourism industry sector. Another purpose of writing this article is to analyze the Indonesian government's role in using the term "new normal" and its relation to sustainable tourism during the COVID-19 pandemic has not ended. Tourism during the COVID-19 pandemic is the focus of the discussion of this article because it is one of the industries most harmed by this pandemic. Globally the loss of world tourism reaches US$22 billion. This figure will continue to increase as long as this pandemic cannot be controlled through vaccines and drugs. No exception for Indonesia, which lost the country's original income from this sector, reaching tens of trillions of rupiah in just four months since WHO announced COVID-19 as a global pandemic. The new normal situation during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is an opportunity as well as a challenge for world tourism in general and Indonesian tourism in particular. The change in lifestyle and habits of the community in traveling directly or indirectly has "hit" this industry very hard. Undeniably, reactivating tourism industry activities do have considerable risk, but on the other hand, many sectors depend on this industry. Cleanliness, Health, Safety, Environment Sustainability (CHSE) strategy conducted by the Indonesian government is one of the efforts in re-mobilizing Indonesia's tourism sector amid the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as the opportunity to apply three main principles of sustainable tourism in the new normal era, namely involving the social sector in policy engagement, maintaining the sustainability of natural resources and making sustainable development a synonym of economic growth.
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INTRODUCTION

The tourism industry that can contribute more than 1.5 billion dollars (UNWTO, 2020) globally has no less than 50 million jobs (BBC, 2020) that can provide welfare for millions of families worldwide. Tourism industry growth has also increased 4% from the previous year (UNWTO, 2020) and can contribute about 6.4% to the world economy (Lew, 2011). Until finally, the COVID-19 pandemic changed many things, especially in the tourism industry.

COVID-19 pandemic has changed not only various human activities around the world but also the way people view to do social activities, trade, and travel, especially about the sustainability of the tourism industry in the future. Data show that the tourism industry has 900 million activities per year worldwide, and tourism is always related to nature, making it a major threat to biodiversity and natural resources worldwide. Therefore, necessary efforts are needed to make tourism more sustainable for all layers and levels, such as large international tour agencies to small tourism business owners or individuals. The challenge for sustainable tourism development is maximizing the positive impact of tourism, improving and channeling its benefits properly, and avoiding negative impacts. Besides, it refers to the differences in natural resources, culture, and economy of tourism affecting various international organizations that have made definitions, principles, charters, codes, and criteria for sustainability in tourism (International Labour Organization, 2012).

The concept of sustainable tourism as an indicator of the tourism industry's success has been applied by almost all countries making tourism a vital sector globally, including Indonesia. The sustainable tourism program has also been implemented by the Ministry of Tourism of the Republic of Indonesia. One example is the Indonesian Sustainable Tourism Award (ISTA), an award from the Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economic (Kemenparekraf) for destinations that have implemented a sustainable tourism system. This ISTA event has been held by the Ministry of Parliament in 2017 and is open to all tourism managers. This program has attracted many tourism managers and fostered sustainable tourism motivation in Indonesia (Ministry of Tourism Republic of Indonesia, 2017).

In its development, people began to look for responsible entertainment, namely alternative or sustainable forms of tourism such as nature-based tourism, ecotourism, and cultural tourism. Sustainable tourism is becoming more popular that some people mention that so-called “alternatives” will become “mainstream” at any given time (Arida, 2014). So, this sector needs better innovation to become more beneficial tourism and have a positive impact. The goal of sustainability advocates in tourism is to introduce and promote concepts in research and practice to help preserve environmental and cultural goals and provide the tourism industry a safer future. This goal is also reflected in Indonesia’s tourism policy, where sustainable tourism is one of the desired destinations. It is believed that this concept provides positive consequences to the goal in terms of environmental protection and tourism resources and the opportunity to develop the economic prosperity of the community, which is then associated with poverty alleviation (Junaidi, 2017).

This more responsible tourism, commonly referred to as sustainable tourism, is tourism that takes full account of sustainability for the present and future of economic, social, and environmental impacts, addressing the needs of visitors, industry, environment, and host communities. Thus, sustainable tourism should be optimized for the use of environmental resources, respect the host community and ensure a viable long-term economical operation, providing that benefit is distributed fairly among all stakeholders (Ministry of Tourism Republic of Indonesia, 2017).

Sustainable tourism, in general, has three dimensions, namely economic, environmental, and social. According to Choi and Sirakaya (2006), sustainable tourism’s economic dimension means it does not damage the commercialized resources for tourist activities and is for the long term. The social dimension reduces socio-cultural divisions by maintaining balance and harmony between communities through cooperative initiatives and social networking efforts between local groups, requiring attention and emphasis on local
community participation. Sustainable tourism management provides socio-economic benefits for the community. People around tourist sites participate in tourist activity because of economic motives (additional income and employment opportunities) (Tosun, 2000).

The three dimensions of sustainable tourism (economic, environmental, and social) are the main concerns related to the COVID-19 pandemic that is still ongoing today. In practice, the Indonesian government has made strategic steps in dealing with this pandemic, especially in the Indonesian tourism sector. These measures include applying the “new normal” rules and the CHSE strategy (Kemenparekraf, 2020). In the authors’ view, implementing “new normal” and CHSE is an approach strongly related to sustainable tourism. This approach can be seen from the very close relationship between the dimensions of sustainable tourism (economic, environmental, and social), new normal activities, and CHSE itself.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The term sustainable has been on the agenda for various interests of the government, non-government, and private sectors for more than twenty years. Sustainable tourism development has been on the agenda for more than half of that period. As a concept, it has been widely discussed and debated in various academic literature. Many tourism industries have sought to operate the concept for some time. Among the debates are the benefits of sustainable tourism development, conflicts between stakeholders when tourism is developed, and balancing the need for ecological responsibility and economic reality as an ongoing struggle. However, many experts argued that no real effort would make changes in the tourism industry, and sustainable tourism development remains a complex issue (Mcdonald, 2020).

The next complexity in the operationalization of sustainability is considering and understanding the lifecycle concept, as conveyed by Butler (1980). When this concept is applied to ‘sustainability,’ several progressive stages occur, which eventually lead to decline or stagnation. This concept has been applied to alternative tourism, such as ecotourism, and several other fields in some tourism literature. Some of these sources state that this concept cannot go well during the development stage in practice. The life cycle concept can be developed and implemented on strategies and mitigation efforts to prevent stagnation (Mcdonald, 2020). The concept of sustainability is complex, and its application cannot be made quickly. Therefore it takes good cooperation and a holistic approach by various stakeholders involved in the tourism industry.

Even though tourism is not the main focus of Agenda 21, new opportunities and tourism can go hand in hand with the sustainable concept in the document. Mowforth and Munt (1998) showed that Agenda 21 explicitly states that tourism can offer sustainable development opportunities for specific communities, especially for those in vulnerable areas. The tourism impact on the environment began to be highlighted during this period when the sustainable concept and development began to be developed. In 1995, the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) requested to make the travel and tourism industry a model of environmental improvement (Body & Butler, 1996), and Agenda 21 for the travel and tourism industry began to be developed (Hardy, Beeton, & Pearson, 2002; Mcdonald, 2020).

Sustainable development of tourism is a program prepared at a meeting in Rio De Janeiro, Brazil, in 1992, discussing environmental and development issues. The meeting produced the concept of sustainable development. This concept was created in 1987 through the World Commission on Environment and Development. The definition of sustainable development is a process of fulfilling the needs at this time by promising and maintaining the needs for the next generation (International Labour Organization, 2012).

The concept of sustainable tourism, introduced by the World Commission on Environment and development (WCAD in the Brundtland’s Report in 1985), states that “sustainable development is a development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generation to meet their own needs”. From the statement, it is understood that sustainable development can be carried out by fulfilling today’s needs and not neglecting future
generations’ ability to meet their needs. Similarly, the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) has its definition: “Tourism that takes into full account the economic, social, and environmental impacts now and in the future, answering the needs of industry, environment and host communities” (UNWTO, 2005).

The World Tourism Organization (WTO) puts forward development principles that include ecological sustainability, social and cultural sustainability, and economic sustainability, both for current and future generations. Sustainable tourism means tourism that considers the current and future economic, social, and environmental impacts, addressing the needs of visitors, industry, the environment, and host communities. Thus, sustainable tourism should be optimized to use environmental resources, respect the host community and ensure a viable long-term economical operation, providing that benefits are distributed fairly among all stakeholders. The challenge of sustainable tourism development is to harness the positive impact of tourism, increase and channel benefits in the right direction, and avoid or reduce the adverse impact as far as possible. Referring to the differences in natural resources, culture and economy, tourism effects, various international organizations have developed definitions, principles, charters, codes, and criteria for sustainability in tourism (UNWTO, 2005).

According to the International Ecotourism Society, sustainable tourism has three main components called the “Triple Bottom Line”, which contain:

1. Environment—sustainable tourism should have a minor negative impact on natural resources to minimize damage to the environment (flora, fauna, habitat, water, life, marine resources, energy use, and contamination) and provide meaningful benefits to the environment gradually.

2. Social and Cultural—respect the original culture and local traditions and maintain its social structure. It should be in the planning and development, and the monitoring phase should involve all local stakeholders (individuals, local communities, stakeholders, and local government agencies) and certainly provide direction for tourism development.

3. The economy and local communities contribute to tourism development in the short and long term. This contribution can be very beneficial for local communities and the government. If business practices can do well, the economic improvement will occur on a sustainability basis because if it is not, the tourist attraction will not be adequately managed; it can even die (Stoddard, Pollard, & Evans 2012).

Sustainable principles refer to environmental, economic, as well as social and cultural aspects, and the appropriate balance must be applied between these three aspects to ensure long-term tourism. Sustainable tourism should (UNWTO, 2005):

a. Utilize natural resources optimally and responsibly, maintain critical ecological processes, and preserve natural heritage and biodiversity.

b. Respect all existing cultural heritage and preserve it by taking good care of it, continuing to care for it, and contributing to inter-cultural understanding and tolerance.

c. Provide many economic benefits for the long term for the community, stakeholders, productive employment opportunities, and social services to accommodate the community and contribute to overcome poverty.

Stoddard et al. (2012) also stated that the concepts of the triple bottom line, sustainability, sustainable development, and sustainable tourism are closely related. According to them, sustainable tourism is the best way to preserve the “golden goose” of tourism because it can be used as a viable tool to improve the competitiveness of tourist destinations in the meantime. Tourism and sustainable development are the balance relationships between economic prosperity, environmental protection, and social justice.

Normative defining of sustainable tourism is currently getting a significant challenge from the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Three dimensions of sustainable tourism (environmental, socio-cultural, and economic) are exciting things to discuss in the future, especially related to changes and modernization due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
**RESEARCH METHOD**

This research used a qualitative approach with a descriptive-analytical research method. Sukma Dinata (2006) in Ikbar (2014) mentioned that descriptive research aims to describe existing phenomena, both natural and human-made. The phenomenon can be objects of form, activities, characteristics, changes, relationships, similarities, and differences between phenomena. Descriptive research seeks to describe and interpret something, such as existing conditions or relationships, evolving opinions, ongoing processes, the consequences or effects that occur, or about its ongoing tendencies (Ikbar, 2014).

This paper utilized data processed from various sources as a research medium to describe the COVID-19 phenomenon as a global issue that poses a real threat to human safety, especially in the health sector. Moreover, this study also seeks to illustrate Indonesian government policy's critical role in reviving Indonesia's tourism sector from the COVID-19 pandemic.

**RESULT AND ANALYSIS**

Since the Indonesian government announced that COVID-19 cases had been found in Indonesia in March 2020, the spread of COVID-19 has occurred quickly. The Indonesian government has taken various initial measures and actions to prevent the spread of COVID-19, including by stopping learning and teaching activities in schools and colleges, closing places of worship, closing entertainment and tourist attractions, and restricting public travel. Various health campaigns such as the obligation to use masks, social distancing, and physical distancing continue to be voiced (DW, 2020).

The first three months (March-June 2020) quite effectively suppressed the human movement as the main factor of the spread of COVID-19. At that time, the Indonesian government formed a COVID-19 task force handling led directly by General Doni Munardo and the Head of the National Disaster Management Agency. It is the task, principal, and function of the agency in tackling natural and non-natural disasters. In this case, COVID-19 is categorized as a non-natural disaster included in the toxicology in coordination with the Ministry of Health, TNI, and Police (Ronald, 2020).

Although the first three months were quite effective in tackling the spread of COVID-19 nationally because almost all regions in Indonesia imposed Large-Scale Social Restrictions (PSBB) stipulated in Law No. 6 of 2018 on Health Quarantine, and Indonesia did not use the term “lockdown” like other countries around the world. However, it could not stop the spread of COVID-19 completely. The social, economic, and political impacts are stronger than health problems (Pranita, 2020).

![Figure 2. The Triple Bottom Line: A Framework for Sustainable Tourism Development (Stoddard et al. 2012)](image-url)
THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

The pandemic began in December 2019 and was indicated to have originated in Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China, and spread quickly worldwide. Until this article was written, COVID-19 has spread to 215 countries worldwide (WHO, 2020). As an introduction, we need to know briefly what COVID-19 is. Corona Virus Disease 2019, abbreviated as COVID-19, is a type of virus that develops genetically similar to Severe Acute Respiratory (SARS) and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS). SARS was an epidemic in China in 2003, and MERS emerged in 2012 and developed into an epidemic in the Middle East (WHO, 2020).

COVID-19 is a highly contagious type of disease and has a long incubation period. The virus was initially identified in 27 cases and reported on December 31, 2019. The massive spread had made 60 million Wuhan City residents and several other cities in China impose a regional quarantine or lockdown on January 23, 2020. This quarantine has not even been applied to the previous virus epidemic (SARS) (Hong et al., 2020). According to ongoing research summarized by Chang, McAleer, & Ramos (2020), COVID-19 is an easily contagious disease and has long-term consequences for infected individuals.

The history of the modern world, especially in the 21st century, has never recorded an event in which countries in the world restrict human movement and mobility, resulting in a global economic downturn due to the destruction of economic growth in all countries. World Wars I and II, Cold War, Gulf Wars I and II, 9/11, SARS and MERS, did not cause countries to collectively suffer such tremendous economic setbacks as caused by COVID-19 (Del Valle, 2020).

From the security approach, the COVID-19 pandemic is one part of the concept of human safety, especially in the health security sector. Rahmat (2015) stated that health has become one of the essential components in the emergence of various diseases in the history of humanity, such as bubonic plague, Spanish Flu, Bird Flu, HIV/AIDS, and others. Therefore, health security is understood as a threat arising from diseases caused by viruses or bacteria or the environment and arises from the absence of facilities and health insurance that cause death (Rahmat, 2015).

World health experts believe that the virus arises from extreme environmental damage worldwide (Sumani, 2020). Winarno (2011) in his book “Contemporary Global Issues” stated that most environmental disasters are now caused by human activity. The most destructive human activity is deforestation, caused by many complex factors. Farmland moving, palm oil plantations, and industrialization have caused significant environmental damage that plagues the world today.

We can see a close link between environmental damage and the emergence of various infectious diseases harmful to human health. Another result is the deterioration of the world economy due to the cessation of economic activity because most countries use a regional quarantine or lockdown approach to break the chain of the spread of this virus. According to health experts, this virus is easy to spread through mobilization and human activities (WHO, 2020), so emerge an appeal to practice “social distancing” and “physical distancing” campaigns in various countries (Milne & Xie, 2020).

The economic impact from the cessation of mobility and economic activity in various countries makes many workers experience employment termination (layoffs). The slightest risk is “home” or non-employment. The cessation of the production sector caused considerable losses in almost all countries in the world affected by COVID-19. The last estuary in this economic calculation is the damage to the economy globally. Taking data from the World Bank, during the first three months (January-March 2020) the COVID-19 pandemic spread, the world economy’s calculation was in the range of -34% (World Bank, 2020).

Of the many economic sectors accumulated as global economic calculations, the tourism sector severely affected COVID-19 protesters. Since the COVID-19 pandemic, a significant decrease has occurred in all tourism activities globally (Metaxas & Folinas, 2020). An article written by Metaxas and Folinas (2020) entitled “Tourism: The Great Patient of Coronavirus COVID-19” focuses explicitly on global tourism and how the sector is affected by the spread of the virus. However, the growth of tourism globally has been a lasting force and the most
significant to move the world economy since the 1950s. Of the only 25 million human movements toward global tourism in the 1950s, then increased to 450 million in the 1990s and subsequently penetrated 1 billion human movements globally in 2010, until in 2018 the number of world tourist movements recorded 1.4 billion people, and in the United Nations, World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) tourism sector has contributed $1.4 trillion and 7% of the value of goods and services worldwide (Metaxas & Folinas, 2020).

The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) report states that the COVID-19 pandemic has triggered an unprecedented crisis in the tourism economy and delivered direct and significant shocks to the sector. The OECD has revised the impact of COVID-19, which initially showed a 60% decrease in international tourism to 80% in 2020, assuming that the economic recovery was delayed until December 2020. It is hoped that tourism in the European Union can recover first (UNWTO, 2020). Still, in the same report, the OECD also exemplifies that COVID-19 has devastated countries that expect a lot from the tourism industry. For example, tourism in Spain accounts for 11.8% of GDP while travel represents 52.3% of total service exports, in Mexico, these figures are 8.7% and 78.3%, in Iceland 8.6% and 47.7%, in Portugal 8.0% and 51.1%, and in France 7.4% and 22.2% (UNWTO, 2020).

Compared with the Spanish Flu in 1918-1919 during World War I claiming 675,000 victims in the United States and at least 50 million worldwide, the economy’s impact was not so significant because economic destruction was only half the economy’s level before World War. This impact was due to the large production to meet the needs in wartime. Economic growth was still recorded at a range of 9% in the United States. Furthermore, in the 21st century, the world experienced a SARS epidemic in 2003 that infected 29 countries on five continents. WHO has recorded 8,096 and 774 deaths, with a mortality rate of 9.6%. The epidemic also devastated the tourism sector, where tourist movements decreased by 2.0% in 2003 and 9.0% in the Asian region. In Asia, there was a sharp decline in international tourism flows to Taiwan (-71.5%), Singapore (-61.9%), Hong Kong (-57.9), Malaysia (-51.6%), and Japan (-25.7%) (Del Valle, 2020). The latest data obtained by the authors from UNWTO indicate a remarkable decline in world tourism. As seen in the picture below, a decrease in world tourism activity is only recorded in January-April 2020, not for the entire year.
From the picture above, we can see that the growth of world tourism in 2019 increased by +4% or worth 1.5 billion dollars, while from January-April 2020, there has been a decrease of -44% of the total world tourism. We can also see that America obtains a +2% increase in 2019 and a -36% decrease in January-April 2020. The same is true for Europe (+4% in 2019 and -44% in January-April 2020), Africa (+6% in 2019 and -35% in January-April 2020), the Middle East (+2% in 2019 and -40% in January-April 2020), and Asia-Pacific (+4% in 2019) (UNWTO, 2020).

As a country affected by the spread of COVID-19, Indonesia has also experienced a deep decline in domestic economic value. In the first quarter, Indonesia’s economic growth was only around 2.97%, and then in the second quarter, it experienced a profound contraction of -5.32% (Badan Pusat Statistik, 2020). In the Indonesian tourism sector, the decline was profoundly due to the cessation of tourism activities and all supporting sectors such as aviation, the closure of tourist attractions, and the cessation of hotels and inns operations (Alam & Belakang, 2020). Decreased revenue from Indonesia’s tourism sector was more than 29% than the previous year and eliminated thousands of jobs in this sector (Revindo, Sabrina, & Sowwam, 2020).

After more than six months of experiencing a negative contraction of the world tourism economy sector, UNWTO and several countries are trying to revive the world of tourism to restore countries’ economies and globally. Indonesia is not staying silent on this condition. It has prepared strategic measures to re-excite the tourism economy sector, discussed more deeply in the following analysis section.

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON THE INDONESIA’S TOURISM INDUSTRY

Economic activities stopped or forced to stop because of the restrictions imposed by both the central and local government has resulted in many people who lost their jobs because many businesses are reducing employees or even closed. Moreover, after the initial three months of the Indonesian government’s strict action in tackling COVID-19, the government began to feel that this action resulted in the deterioration of the economic sector on both micro and macro scales.

It started in July 2020; the Indonesian government began to loosen various community activities, especially related to community economic activities, expecting economic growth to return to its original state. Campaigns about adopting new habits or better known as “new normal”, began to be launched. Industry sectors that for more than three months were forced to stop or work from home (WFH) slowly began to open, the public consumption sector such as malls, shopping centers, and some tourist attractions also reopened.

Indonesian tourism experts have predicted the tourism industry. I Dewa Gde Sugihamretha (2020), as the Main Planner at the Ministry of National Development Planning (Bappenas), stated that the impact of COVID-19 on the tourism industry is evident in the decrease in foreign tourist arrivals through massive cancellations and bookings. The decrease also occurred in the slowing mobility of Indonesians traveling who are worried about the transmission of COVID-19. Meanwhile, the decline in tourism and tourist tourism business will significantly impact the MSME sector and disrupt employment. Similar to what Sugihamretha (2020) said, Awirya (2020) also stated that as an industry based on people’s mobility, the COVID-19 outbreak immediately hit the tourism industry. A large number of economic sectors in the tourism industry caused the decline of the tourism industry, not only limited to sectors related to tourist travel and accommodation. Several other sectors supporting tourism activities were also affected.

The Central Bureau of Statistics (BPS) recorded a decrease in foreign tourist visits to Indonesia in early 2020. During January 2020, foreign visits reached 1.27 million. It decreased by 7% compared to foreign tourist visits in December 2019 of 1.37 million. The decrease in the number of foreign tourist visits was mainly due to the outbreak of COVID-19 in the last week of January 2020 (Sugihamretha, 2020).

The decline in foreign tourist visits to Indonesia is also seen from guesthouses’ data coming through the air entrance (airport). Compared to visits in December
CHSE STRATEGY AS A “NEW NORMAL” EFFORT IN THE INDONESIA’S TOURISM SECTOR

The Indonesian government has taken the first step in reducing losses in the tourism sector through the Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy (Kemenparekraf), which provides some stimulus and technical guidance on health protocols in the Indonesian tourism world. As conveyed by Fadjar hutomo, Deputy for Industry and Investment of the Tourism and Creative Economy Agency (Kemenparekraf) and Director-General of Regional Financial Balance of the Ministry of Finance, a grant has been prepared to improve the implementation of CHSE to increase regional readiness and tourism industry in implementing health protocols. Tourism strategy creative expert, Taufan Rahmadi, appreciated the steps that the Ministry of Parliament has prepared to restore Indonesia’s tourism sector amid the pandemic. Nevertheless, according to him, the policies prepared should reach tourism industry players evenly.

In addition to preparing technical guidance and a standard operating procedure (SOP) in tackling the impact of COVID-19 in the tourism industry, the Minister of Tourism (Menparekraf/Head of Baparekraf) Wishnutama Kusubandio took concrete steps to save the Indonesian tourism industry by coordinating with several other ministries, including the government to provide incentives through discounts on air tickets between 30% to 40% for ten domestic destinations from March to May 2020. The ten tourist destinations included Batam, Denpasar, Yogjakarta, Labuan Bajo, Lombok, Malang, Manado, Silangit, Tanjung Pinang, and Tanjung Pandan. Moreover, the airline also provided discounts for most domestic tourist destinations. While waiting for the policy, the Ministry of Parliament also prepared cooperation with the hotel chain to be converted into a residence for medical personnel and task forces in various regions.

Re-mobilizing Indonesia’s tourism industry can be a perilous step in increasing the spread of COVID-19. On the other hand, reviving the tourism sector can save the economy of people who depend their lives on tourism activities. Therefore, very carefully, the Indonesian government began to develop a new adaptation readiness protocol (new standard) in the Indonesian tourism sector.

Based on UNWTO guidelines, countries relying on revenue through the tourism sector should develop a sustainable tourism vision. This guideline is essential because tourist destinations that develop this vision can continue despite challenges, not least during the pandemic. Sustainable tourism defines UNWTO as tourism that considers the current and future economic, social, and environmental impacts, meeting the needs of visitors, industry, the environment, and local.
E-TOURISM AS ONE OF INDONESIA’S TOURISM STRATEGIES IN THE FUTURE

Many ways in optimizing the new normal in the world of tourism are through the digital world’s role. With the COVID-19 pandemic, it is becoming increasingly clear that digitalization aspects are essential to be adapted in the tourism sector and not just a temporary phase that will gradually disappear as the new normal comes along. Also, this transformation emphasizes that the e-tourism 4.0 strategy relies heavily on the internet, infrastructure readiness, human resource responsiveness, and plenary collaboration with other stakeholders. For Wishnutama, Minister of Tourism and Creative Economy, people’s habit of using online platforms during this pandemic can be an opportunity for tourism operators to explore the digital age’s potential. “Likes and dislikes, inevitably, this digitalization era is accelerating rapidly, especially with this condition where all are forced to understand digital faster” (Safriana, 2020).

The internet and digitalization became a bridge that connects the impasse due to all sectors’ rapid movement, including national tourism. During the pandemic, it is as if digitalization becomes an “escape” solely from the offline dimension and is a novelty in the tourism industry that may have escaped existing studies and planning. The “new” thing is the webinar, e-commerce, virtual tour, and platform that allows tourism operators to offer their products and services online. This new activity is not something new; it is just that there is a sharp spike influenced by Indonesian society that dominantly stays at home due to social distancing.

The e-tourism 4.0 map has begun to be intensively cheered in the Ministry of Tourism’s era under the leadership of Arief Yahya. The plan is quite familiar and exciting, with comprehensive strategies that include strategic themes: Wonderful Indonesia Digital Tourism 4.0; Strategic Imperatives for Transforming Tourism HR to Win Global Competition in Industry 4.0; 5 Technology Enabler; 9 Key Initiatives for Discipline Executions; and Pentahelix Collaboration Approach. The collaboration of all strategies is expected to encourage e-tourism 4.0 Indonesia to become increasingly developed and known globally (Safriana, 2020).

As reported from the infographic databooks, the government’s funding to cope with the tourism aspect is not fooling around. Its value is 3.8 trillion rupiahs with a spread of 3.3 trillion for hotel/restaurant tax compensation, 400 billion for ticket incentives for ten tourism destinations, and 100 billion for tourism grants. Indeed, it is hoped that this fund’s uptake can be stimulus support, subsequent strategy, and measurable follow-up step.

Nevertheless, there are more important things than just preparing digitalization devices to address this new standard. Discipline is the key to the tourism world to face the new normal era after COVID-19. Discipline must be maintained by tourists and tourism industry players so that all health protocols are adhered to maintain everyone's safety and security. In addition to maintaining safety and security, self-discipline can avoid the worst possible risks, namely the Second Wave of COVID-19, because when a tourist destination has been opened, foreign and Indonesian tourists all remain at risk (Widodo, 2020).
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM AFTER THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Sustainable tourism is considered the most crucial aspect for developing the tourism sector in the new normal era after the COVID-19 pandemic. It will be an option and a consequence of the tourism development section. In the future, it must be strengthened, namely how tourism is centered on people-centered tourism or community-based tourism, which includes increasing product diversification, services following the needs of community behavior, and service patterns after efforts to increase the strength of local wisdom that eventually becomes a unique selling point. It must be maintained and managed to support human resources quality in the future. Likewise, domestic sustainability values, such as resilience and local wisdom, as well as balanced tourism, must deserve attention (Simatupang, 2021).

The three main dimensions in sustainable tourism (environmental, social-cultural, and economic) can be studied more deeply regarding tourism and the COVID-19 pandemic. In the environment research by Darma and Kristina (2020), the COVID-19 pandemic allows nature to rest for a while. The data in this study indicate real improvements in how air pollution in big cities starts to erode a little even though it cannot disappear at all. Nature-based tourism will become a new primadonna after the pandemic ends. Sustainable tourism will be an increasingly popular trend than mass tourism. It definitely will happen if supported by all relevant stakeholders in tourism (Darma & Kristina, 2020).

The COVID-19 pandemic has had an impact on reducing air pollution in several major cities in Indonesia. Even in some international cities, especially cities with crowded activity conditions, there is a change in the air condition. Natural tourism is also affected by the decrease in travel activities in tourism wherever it is located. The cessation of tourism activities allows the natural ecosystem to recover and avoid human exploitation in the tourism industry, even though the recovery experienced cannot be felt instantly. It takes longer for the restoration of tourism nature (Darma & Kristina, 2020).

On the socio-cultural side, the COVID-19 pandemic has changed people’s lifestyles from conventional to digitalization. The government’s social restrictions force people to implement a digital lifestyle to minimize activities causing crowds. As the authors mentioned above, the internet and the advancement of information technology in this pandemic era have drastically changed the world. From the beginning, the trend became a significant need. In other words, the COVID-19 pandemic has become the catalyst for socio-cultural change in the world community—no exception to the travel lifestyle seen in the sub-section after this.
Information technology plays a vital role in the flow of information, communication in cyberspace, from positive to negative impacts. Changes in people’s living order in the social and economic fields changed very quickly in recent years, especially in active communication in social media users, which conventionally occurred a sharp acceleration in active social communication through electronic media (Astuti, 2020).

In the economic sector, the Ministry of Parliament in the Strategic Plan 2020-2024 stated that tourism is experiencing a tremendous decline due to the decrease in international tourist arrivals due to this pandemic. This decline poses challenges for the ministry, especially in providing opportunities after the end of COVID-19. The Ministry of Parliament also stated that UNWTO’s prediction of the tourism sector’s contribution to GDP would experience a significant decrease. Tourism sector investment will also decline, along with the closure of hotels and some other amenities in tourism destinations. If the recovery of the post-pandemic tourism sector is unsuccessful, the unemployment rate will increase (Ministry of Tourism Republic of Indonesia, 2017).

However, this pandemic also poses other opportunities for the Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economic/Agency for Tourism and Creative Economic. The business model change from traditional tourism management to digital tourism management will allow the national tourism sector’s maintenance and restoration. The digital-based creative economy sector can also be another solution in increasing tourism and creative economy contribution to GDP. The market segment’s orientation will shift from foreign tourists to domestic tourists until international flights recover as the handling of the COVID-19 pandemic gets better than before. Therefore, a unique integrated strategy is needed in dealing with the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the tourism sector and the national creative economy, especially in the emergency response period in 2020 and recovery in 2021-2022 according to global conditions (Kemenparekraf, 2020).

LIFESTYLE CHANGES IN FUTURE TRAVEL

Research conducted by Sebastian Zenker & Kock (2020) provides an interesting opinion that the COVID-19 pandemic will make some changes in tourism. Some of the arguments of the research results (Zenker & Kock, 2020), among others, stated that first, there would be a change in looking at the image of world tourist destinations, especially some regions in Europe such as Austria, Italy, Spain, or the United States and China in Asia because the region has a high infection rate. This opinion has two consequences, namely the behavior of tourists who avoid such areas in the future, especially for tourist behaviors that fall into the vulnerable and at-risk category, or vice versa, the tone of groups of tourists who are morally moved to help economic recovery for areas affected by COVID-19. The second change is in tourist behavior. In this case, the research argument obtained two possibilities that tourists will be more selective in choosing tourist destinations and prioritize domestic destinations over overseas tourist destinations; thus, rising tourism ethnocentrism or the second possibility, more people are becoming more vigilant and avoiding crowds, thus avoiding crowded mass tourist destinations and replacing them with more private or remote tourist destinations. This attitude is referred to as tourism xenophobia, resulting in fewer trips abroad, avoiding ethnic cuisine, and improving group travel and travel insurance.

The third change is in the behavior of citizens. It is possible that citizens also experience tourism xenophobia, where there are unfriendly attitudes in welcoming tourists, although this opinion needs further research. Next is a change in the tourism industry. Directly or not tourism industry is significantly related to the macroeconomic and micro sectors and the health sector as the main base in presenting stability in human mobilization. Therefore, there will be some adjustments made by the government as policymakers and society as the backbone of the micro economy. The fifth or final change in this research is the occurrence of long-term and indirect effects. Many studies have focused only on the direct effects of COVID-19 on the tourism industry, but not much research on the long-term and indirect impact
of this pandemic. When we talk about sustainability in the tourism industry, it cannot be separated from policy and finance, so there will be many questions about the scale of priorities. The complex situation created is when governments and businesses maintain the current economic system with financial support and deregulation.

On the other hand, society will be pragmatic in assessing the economy’s prices instead of seeing a “sustainability”. In the event of a recession in the future, many companies in the tourism industry sector previously invested in sustainable tourism development will be more pragmatic in this project. Therefore, we have not been able to see the continued effects of COVID-19 on this industry (Zenker & Kock, 2020).

In response, the authors agree with the development of e-tourism as an alternative effort in re-living the tourism industry in Indonesia. This alternative effort is in line with research conducted by Gretzel et al. (2020), stating that e-tourism is a scientific discipline that cannot be separated from information technology (IT). Without IT, there will be no tourism during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. IT holds the key to understand the new conditions attached to the deterrent concerning the way people manage to travel with their daily lives and view e-tourism as part of the future both in an absolute term and as part of the research. Moreover, in this paper, (Gretzel et al., 2020) also offer six foundations of change or transformation in understanding e-tourism in the future; including:

1. be aware of the past and the value of continuity (historical);
2. be aware of the factors that influence the creation of knowledge (reflexivity);
3. explicit about its values (transparency);
4. sensitive to the different opportunities to participate in research and the various impacts of its findings (equity);
5. open to a diversity of topics and approaches (plurality); and
6. willing to break down boundaries and be prescriptive (creativity).

These six foundations are not a definite reference in researching e-tourism in the future. However, this research is expected to provide offers to revive the tourism industry during and after the COVID-19 pandemic. High expectations for breakthroughs and innovations toward the development of the tourism industry in the future are not only charged to policymakers, but researchers in tourism should have taken a more role, especially in this unprecedented crisis.

CONCLUSION

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to the destruction of the economy, the long-term crisis, and the increasingly real threat of global recession. The global economic downturn also has directly or indirectly impacted the tourism industry. Human mobility is the principal capital of tourism moving the transportation sector. Small, medium, and micro-businesses are experiencing appalling conditions, even unprecedented. This condition also applies to the tourism industry in Indonesia. The cessation of the transportation sector’s operation, mainly air transportation, has resulted in many airlines suffering losses as they must house most of their pilots and employees. In the hospitality sector, many hotels closed their businesses because of guests' and visitors' absence until the close of tourist destinations, impacting the cessation of tourism’s economic drivers, both micro and macro. It was due to the Indonesian government’s social restrictions to prevent the transmission and spread of COVID-19 more widely.

After more than three months of strict restrictions on people’s social activities, the Indonesian government experienced a much more severe problem: the deterioration of the economy caused by the decrease in public consumption. Realizing this, the Indonesian government took a reasonably risky step by adopting the "new normal" to slowly restore the community’s economic activities, especially in the tourism sector, as one of the largest sectors contributing to national economic growth.

Through the Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy (Kemenparekraf), the government launched a strict health protocol in the face of adaptation of the new normal (new standard) in the industry by launching an operational procedure standard known as the
CHSE program. Moreover, the development of e-tourism by involving information technology (IT) is an inevitability in facing the digitalization era and innovation and breakthrough during the pandemic and post-pandemic of COVID-19.

Pandemic COVID-19 presents challenges for people’s lives globally and opportunities for various changes, especially in the tourism industry sector. This pandemic opens our understanding that the tourism industry must not always rely on crowds and public consumption. However, it can also be presented by developing information technology and digitization while providing space for restoring nature as a tourist destination explored for a long time. Although this opinion has always been a debate for the meaning of ideal sustainability, at least this understanding can be wisdom for the sustainability of the tourism industry in the future.
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